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Abstra t:

Experimentation is important when designing

ommuni ation proto ols for

Wireless Sensor Networks. Lower-layers have a major impa t on upper-layer performan e,
and the

omplexity of the phenomena

In this report, we go through the
organizing

an not be entirely

aptured by analysis or simulation.

omplete pro ess, from designing an energy-e ient self-

ommuni ation ar hite ture (MAC, routing and appli ation layers) to real-life

experimentation roll-outs.
The presented

ommuni ation ar hite ture in ludes a MAC proto ol whi h avoids build-

ing and maintaining neighborhood tables, and a geographi ally-inspired routing proto ol
over virtual

oordinates. The appli ation

onsists of a mobile sink interrogating a wireless

sensor network based on the requests issued by a dis onne ted base station.
After the design pro ess of this ar hite ture, we verify it fun tions
and we perform a temporal veri ation. This study is needed to
speed the mobile sink

orre tly by simulation,
al ulate the maximum

an take. We detail the implementation, and the results of the o-site

experimentation (energy

onsumption at PHY layer,

ollision probability at MAC layer,

and routing). Finally, we report on the real-world deployment where we have mounted the
mobile sink node on a radio- ontrolled airplane.

Key-words:

tion, virtual

Wireless Sensor Networks, experimentation, multi-hop wireless

ommuni a-

oordinates, mobile sink node.
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WiFly: expérimentation ave un Réseaux de apteurs et
des oordonnées virtuelles
Résumé :
L'étude expérimentale est importante lorsque l'on

pour réseaux de

apteurs sans ls. Les

sur les performan es des

rée des proto oles de ommuni ation

ou he proto olaires bas niveau ont un grand impa t

ou hes supérieures, et la

omplexité des phénomènes ne peut pas

être entièrement apturé par l'analyse mathématique ou la simulation. Dans
dé rivons le pro essus

omplet, depuis la mise en pla e d'une ar hite ture de

e rapport, nous
ommuni ation

e a e en énergie et auto-organisante ( ou hes MAC, routage et appli ation), jusqu'au
déploiement réel.
L'ar hite ture de

ommuni ation présentée

omporte un proto ole MAC qui évite la

onstru tion et la maintien de tables de voisinage, ainsi qu'un proto ole de routage inspiré
par les proto oles de routage géographique. Celui- i s'appuie sur des
des noeuds, indépendantes de leurs
de

oordonnées réelles. L'appli ation

olle te mobile interrogeant un réseau de

oordonnées virtuelles
onsiste en un noeud

apteurs sans l, à partir de requêtes émises

par une station de base dé onne tée du réseau.
Après le pro essus de mise en pla e de ette ar hite ture, nous vérions son bon fon tionnement
par simulation, et nous ee tuons une étude temporelle.
al uler la vitesse maximale du noeud de

olle te mobile.

Cette dernière est utile pour
Nous détaillons les phases de

l'implémentation, et les résultats des expérimentations préliminaires ( onsommation énergétique
à la

ou he PHY, probabilité de

ollision au niveau MAC, et routage). Finalement, nous

présentons l'expérimentation nale où nous montons le noeud de

olle te mobile sur un avion

radioguidé.

Mots- lés :

Réseaux de

apteurs, expérimentation,

oordonnées virtuelles, noeud de

olle te mobile.

ommuni ation sans l multi-sauts,
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oordinates

1 Introdu tion and related work
Mu h eort has been put during the last 5-10 year into Resear h on Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSNs). Numerous

onferen es, journals and spe ial issues are dedi ated to these networks,

and new solution appear on a weekly basis.

Despite all this a tivity, a surprisingly low

number of a tual deployment examples have been made publi .
solution

an be

Whereas rolling out a

onsidered more part of engineering rather than Resear h, we argue that

physi al implementation
solutions for WSNs are

onfronts the resear her with important on-eld

onstraints.

As

ross-layered, and as these solutions are largely impa ted by lower

layers (e.g. wireless transmission), real world

onfrontation has a very bene ial impa t on

Resear h.
Real-world deployment has been largely simplied by the appearan e of

ommer ial

produ ts. The most-known MICA wireless sensor nodes have been developed by laboratories
at University of California at Berkeley.

They were initially

ommer ialized by Crossbow

(Mi a2 in 2002, Mi a2dot in 2003), the latest versions (Tmote SKY in 2004 [1℄, Tmote
Mini in 2007) are brought to the market by Moteiv, a spin-o
of California at Berkeley.
nodes whi h

ompany of the University

On-going Resear h is aiming at developing energy-harvesting

olle t data from their environment, radi ally

hanging the energy- onstrained

assumption made for WSNs. In [2℄, the authors for example atta h a solar panel to an early
version of the Tmote SKY nodes.
A pioneering team at Berkeley lead the smart dust proje t, whi h used the early versions
of the Mi a2 motes to do proof-of- on ept demonstration.

An early experiment in 2001

involved a autonomous radio- ontrolled airplane whi h dropped sensors along a highway to
monitor the passing of large military vehi les. The plane
to

ontinuously passed above them

olle t the measured data, whi h was then transfered ba k to a base station.
In 2002, a 43-node network was deployed on an uninhabited island 15km o the

oast

of Maine, USA [3℄. This network was used to monitor the migration and nesting habits of
birds. With the monitored data being available online in real time, this deployment
seen as a milestone and an early publi

an be

demonstration of WSNs. The same team deployed

a network to monitor trees in a tropi al forest [4℄. In [5℄, the authors dida ti ally des ribe
the numerous problems one
Sin e 2005,

an fa e during real-world deployments of WSNs.

ompanies have been emerging whi h provide servi es entirely based on

WSNs. One interesting example is Coronis, a Fren h start-up

ompany, spe ialized in auto-

mated meter reading. It's rst big deployment involved a network of 25,000 nodes atta hed
to the home water meters of a medium-sized

ity [6℄. It now has sold over a million of those

sensors worldwide.
The

ompany Ar h Ro k re eived major attention lately [7℄. It

ommer ializes an o-the-

shelf solution for small to medium s ale monitoring WSNs (typi ally less than 100 nodes).
Its

urrent solution involves pa kaged Tmote SKY nodes whi h

personal

omputer as sink node. This

omputer in turn is

ommuni ate with a small

onne ted to the Internet and

with the use of Web Servi es allows the integration of this network into larger appli ations.
The main

RR n° 6471

ontributions of this work are:
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we present a

te ture

omplete energy-e ient self-organizing ommuni ation ar hi-

for Wireless Sensor Networks.

proto ols into a
dynami



This solution

ombines MAC and routing

ross-layered solution, and is parti ularly suited for low-throughput,

and energy- onstrained appli ations.

we implement this solution on a medium-sized network. A mobile sink
radio

onsisting of a

ontrolled airplane is used to interrogate the WSN based on requests issued by

a remote base station.
Whereas our implementation resembles the early implementation done by the Smart
Dust team, the key dieren e is that the mobile sink

ommuni ates with a

and not a series of individual nodes.

ase, the networking problems were

In the latter

largely simplied as the multi-hop nature of node-to-sink

omplete WSN

ommuni ation was essentially

removed. Having a real multi-hop WSN raises interesting problems su h as self-organization
and real-time

ommuni ation.

The remainder of this report is organized as follows. In Se tion 2, we des ribe the

om-

muni ation ar hite ture used in the WSN. The experimental setup is presented in Se tion 3
together with hardware details and frame durations. Se tion 4 fo uses on real-time
muni ation, and

om-

al ulates the maximum speed the mobile sink may move at. Simulations

results are presented in Se tion 5. Experimental results are split in two se tions. Se tion 6
fo uses on preliminary experiments

ondu ted o-site, Se tion 7 presents the results obtained

during deployment. This report is

on luded, and future work is presented in Se tion 8.

2 The ommuni ation ar hite ture
2.1

Overview

In this work, we aim at evaluating the performan e of the sta k represented in Table 1, whi h
ombines the 1-hopMAC medium a
[9℄ and the use of virtual

ess

ontrol proto ol [8℄, the 3rule routing proto ol

oordinates [10℄.

The main

hallenge is to form a

energy-e ient self-organizing ommuni ation ar hite ture

omplete

from these proto ols.

This in ludes adapting the dierent layers one to the other. In the subsequent subse tions,
we detail the adaptations whi h were needed.

2.2

Adapting the 1-hopMAC proto ol

1-hopMAC [8℄ is a medium a

ess

ontrol proto ol for WSNs whi h avoids the need to

maintain a neighborhood list. Maintaining su h a list at ea h node would mean periodi ally
ex hanging Hello pa kets. This

an turn out to be very energy

onsuming, as Hello pa kets

need to be ex hanged even when the network sits idle. In a forest re dete tion s enario
(or any s enario with low throughput), the network would deplete its energy by periodi ally
ex hanging Hello pa kets whereas there is no useful data to transmit.

INRIA
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oordinates

Appli ation
Routing

onne tivity graph

onstru tion

3rule routing
virtual

oordinates

Medium a ess ontrol
Physi al layer
1-hopMAC

EM2420 module
Table 1: The

ommuni ation sta k

1-hopMAC ta kles this problem in a fully on-demand solution. When a node wants to
send some data, it issues a request to whi h all of its neighbors answer using a ba ko timer
inversely proportional to some metri .
node.

The metri

arefully

The node whi h answers rst is ele ted relaying

atta hed to ea h node does not need to be unique, but it should be

hosen by the routing layer so that following a path of de reasing metri

leads to

the sink node. To be fully energy-e ient, 1-hopMAC uses the variant of preamble sampling
des ribed in [11℄, whi h enables idle duty

y le of as low as 1%. The idle duty

for the per entage of time a node has its radio on ("duty

y le a

ounts

y le") when no information is

sent or re eived ("idle").
In the original 1-hopMAC proto ol, the sending node

ould take a tion after re eiving the

rst a knowledgment message. As our routing proto ol (des ribed next) needs the

omplete

list of neighbors, we modify the 1-hopMAC proto ol by asking the sending node to wait for
all the ACK messages before taking a tion. This mode is
Note that, as su h, if nodes have very

alled the basi

lose metri , the ACK messages

by a duration whi h is so small that ACK messages would

mode in [8℄.
ould be separated

ollide. We address and answer

this problem in subse tion 5.1.

2.3

Adapting the 3rule routing proto ol

It has been shown in [9℄ that
GPSR [13℄ suer from ina

urrent geographi

routing proto ols su h as GFG [12℄ or

urate positioning systems. Ina

urate position

an even

ause

those routing proto ols to fail, i.e. they do not deliver their message although there exists a
physi al path. The 3rule routing proto ol (presented and

alled LeftHandGeoPR in [9℄) asks

ea h node to append its identier to the pa ket header. With this information, it e iently
hooses the next hop node using a distributed version of the well known depth rst sear h
algorithm in a tree. Although the 3rule proto ol in reases the size of the pa ket header, it is
shown that it a hieves a 100% delivery ratio independently from the positioning a
with a hop

RR n° 6471
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Its robustness lead us to

hose this routing proto ol for our

Nevertheless, the presen e of a mobile sink somewhat

ommuni ation ar hite ture.

ompli ates the problem as the sink

may have moved when the message rea hes its original destination. When this happens, we
restart the 3rule routing proto ol by erasing the sequen e of traversed nodes in the header.
We show by simulation in Se tion 5 that the proto ol restarts only a limited number of
times, and that this number qui kly de reases with lower speeds of the sink or number of
neighbors in reasing.
Yet, using a geographi al-based routing proto ol implies that nodes know their positions
whi h is a

ostly assumption (both in terms of money and energy). As GPS-like solutions

an not be

ount on, we re ently showed in [10℄ that virtual

problem. By iteratively applying

oordinates

the number of hops using the 3rule routing proto ol on those virtual
sharply. It is shown that with about 10
than 50%
virtual

an over ome this

entroid transformation to initially random

entroid rounds, the number of hops drops by more

ompared to the fully random

oordinate update, the network

oordinates,

oordinates drops

ase. Current work shows that with another type of
onverges to a state where path length only ex eeds

the shortest path by 4%. Details will be given in subsequent publi ations.
The use of virtual

oordinates is parti ularly suited for the

ase of a mobile sink. Indeed,

as in our solution the sink keeps the same predened virtual position (regardless of its real
physi al position), it does not need to periodi ally inform the other nodes of its position.
This, we believe, is a major advantage of using virtual
than the

lassi al periodi

oordinates, and is mu h simpler

heartbeat [14℄ or rendez-vous point [15℄ solutions.

3 Experimental setup and implementation details
3.1

The experimentation framework

In order to test the

ommuni ation ar hite ture presented in Se tion 2, we need to add

some proto ols to operate in a realisti

environment with a real appli ation.

Our target

appli ation is an on-demand tra king system, where we assume only one node answers a
spe i

request. A mobile sink is given a query by a base-station whi h is dis onne ted from

the network (Phase 1). It travels to the WSN network where it

ommuni ates this query to

a random node (Phase 2). The query is then broad asted in the network (Phase 3). The
node whi h holds the answer ( alled sour e node) transmits it using our
ar hite ture to the mobile sink (Phase 4).

ommuni ation

The mobile sink a knowledges this re eption

(Phase 5), travels ba k to the base station to whi h it transmits the data (Phase 6). Refer
to Fig. 1 for an illustration of the experimentatal framework.
From the previous des ription, it is

lear that our main interest is how the data is

transmitted from the sour e node to the mobile sink, i.e. Phase 4. All other phases are used
to provide a real-world evaluation framework, but are not the

ore of our study. That's why

these phases may use simplisti /suboptimal solutions.
We now detail the dierent phases, introdu ing the pa ket names:

INRIA
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BS

MS

WSN

Figure 1: The experimental framework setting.



Phase 1: Data Request.
sink (M S ). The

of duration
whi h ea h

MS

he ks

BS

This phase involves the base station (BS ) and the mobile

TDRp and
DRp messages are formed by a sequen e of mi ro-frames,
ontain the number Seq of remaining mi ro-frame in the DRp message. The
whether the medium is free every Tcca and during Dcca . Dcca is hosen
DDRp .

periodi ally sends Data Request messages with period

These

su h that it hears a

omplete mi ro-frame when a sequen e of mi ro-frames is sent

≥ TDRp + DDRp ). When the M S orre tly re eives a mi ro-frame, it al ulates
using Seq when the BS nishes to send all the mi roframes the DRp message onsists
of, and sends an ACK . Whenever the BS is not sending a DRp message, it is listening
to medium, waiting for the ACK message. On e the ACK is sent, the M S enters

(Dcca

phase 2.



Phase 2: starting Broad ast Request.
and the WSN. After phase 1, the

This phase involves the mobile sink (M S )

periodi ally sends Broad ast Requests with

DRp messages, these BRp messages
BRp mi ro-frame, it
waits for the end of the BRp and starts a random ba ko BBR uniformly hosen within
a ontention window of length WBR . During its ba ko duration BBR , it listens for
other potential BRp message. If it re eives a se ond BRp, it an els BBR and restarts
it DBRp later. When BBR elapses, the node sends a BRp. Upon hearing a relayed
BRp, the mobile sink knows its BRp has been heard, and it enters dire tly Phase 5.

period

TBRp and of duration DBRp .

MS

Similar to the

are formed by a sequen e of mi ro-frames. When a node hears a



Phase 3: Broad ast Request.

This phase only involves the WSN. The ba ko-

based algorithm des ribed in Phase 2 is
ood the

arried out between all nodes. Its goal is to

omplete network. Note that ea h node will send exa tly one

opy of

BRp.

The node whi h holds the answer to the request identies itself. Upon re eiving the

BRp,

it does not start the

BBR

ba ko but rather the

wait for the ood to pass. Upon elapsing

BSRC ,

BSRC .

that all other nodes enter Phase 4 after re eiving a se ond
relaying it.

RR n° 6471

This ba ko is used to

the sour e node enters Phase 4. Note
opy of the

BRp,

or after
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Phase 4: Routing.

This phase only involves the WSN. This is the phase we are

interested in. The sour e node sends a message to the
ba ko taken within a

DAT A the
WRR . Note

MS

using the

ommuni ation

BACK the
BACK is proportional to
the metri of the node, whi h is the virtual distan e to the M S . In order to be more
robust, we ask ea h node to listen to the medium for a xed duration BRR . If during
this period, it does not hear another node retransmitting RRp, it assumes it was lost
ar hite ture des ribed in Se tion 2. We

all

ontention window

data messages, and
that

and retransmits it.



Phase 5: DATA re eption by mobile sink.

(M S ) and the WSN. The
for the

DAT A

has a metri

MS

to rea h it. It runs the 1-hopMAC proto ol des ribed in Se tion 2 but



DAT A, it sends an ACK to inform the sender
M S then swit hes to Phase 6. All nodes, after

of 0. After re eiving the

not to retransmit the message. The
su

This phase involves the mobile sink

has entered this phase after Phase 2, and is waiting

essfully relaying the message swit h to Phase 2.

Phase 6: DATA retrieval by base station.
(BS ) and the mobile sink (M S ). Re all that the

This phase involves the base station

BS

periodi ally sends

DRp messages.

MS

answers to the

Phase 6 is similar to Phase 1, the only dieren e being that the

DRp
3.2

with a

DAT A

pa ket.

Parameters and hardware

For experimental testing of our

ommuni ation ar hite ture, we have used a WSN

of 20 Ember EM2420 nodes. The
CC2420 radio

ore

omposed

omponents of these sensors are a Ember/Chip on

hip, and a Atmel AtMega128 mi ro- ontroller. Some nodes were equipped

with sensing devi es, push/slide button and light meters. All nodes were programmed using
a

omponent based language

alled Think, whi h is developed at Fran e Tele om R&D.

Unlike the TinyOS or Contiki operating systems, Think is based on a set of
whi h are
This

ompiled together to form a binary

omponents approa h oers great exibility and

su h as the s heduler or a spe i

omponents

ode, whi h is then loaded onto the nodes.
ode re-use as individual

omponents

routing proto ol do not need to be reprogrammed when

hanging appli ation. This is also true for

hanging platform, whi h enabled us to use two

platforms.
As those nodes are very

onstrained, we were limited by the following. The transmission

queue is limited to 128 bytes, whi h is thus the maximum size of the
EM2420 module is 802.15.4 enabled, but while we

DAT A

pa kets. The

ompletely repla ed its MAC proto ol

with 1-hopMAC, we were still bound by the hardware to use 2 byte addresses. The nodes
ommuni ate at 250 kbps, with one physi al symbol en oding 4 bits of data.

As for our

simulations, we assumed having a 25 node network, with an average number of neighbors of
5. The EM2420 needs

TRxT x = 192µs

whi h we needed to take into a

to swit h between re eption and transmission states,

ount during implementation of our proto ols.

The base station is formed by a laptop
development kit. This

onne ted via a RS232 link to the EM2420

onne tion is only used to monitor the a tivity of the base station,

INRIA
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oordinates

onne ted to the development kit. As we wanted to test a large

range of mobile sink speeds, we have used an MS 2001 radio- ontrolled airplane with an
EM2420 node atta hed to it.
The implemented appli ation is the following. We want to determine the network topol-

BS
DRp, as

ogy, i.e. whi h are the neighbors of ea h node. For this, the

asks for the list of neighbors

of a spe i

spe ied in the ne t subse -

node, by putting the node identier in its

tion. Ea h plane rotation will enable the base
and after a series of rotations, the

BS

BS

to learn the neighbors of a spe i

will be able to

onstru t the

node,

onne tivity graph of the

network. Note that this is just a proof-of- on ept appli ation, and this

onne tivity graph

is not used by the MAC and routing layers.

3.3

Pa ket format, sizes and durations

In Table 2, we summarize the dierent pa ket formats and sizes. Note that pa kets of type

DRp, BRp

and

RRp

are really sequen es of mi ro-frames.

eld are used to dierentiate the mi ro-frames of a

DRp

The two rst bits of the

(00),

BRp

(01) and

RRp

Seq

(10);

the remaining 6 are used to indi ate the number of remaining mi ro-frames. As dis ussed
above, the

0xX222

and address elds are a lega y of the 802.15.4. As a

onsequen e, the

destination address is always set to 0x, the broad ast address. We use the sour e address
to identify the sender.
In the payload of the

DRp

and

BRp

mi ro-frames, we spe ify the address of the sour e

node (as we have less than 256 nodes in our network, 1 byte is enough to identify ea h node).
The payload of the RRp mi ro-frames is not used. Similarly, the Seq eld of the ACK and
DAT A messages is not used. The payload of the DAT A messages onsists of two parts: the
rst one

ontains the sequen e of traversed nodes needed by the routing proto ol, the se ond

the list of neighbors of the sour e node. Both elds are identied using a 1 byte length eld
in the data payload. The number of node addresses in the sequen e and neighbor list must
total up to less than 119.
Table 3 summarizes the durations of the dierent pa kets and timers.
pa ket

X,

its duration is identied by

DX , T X

ba ko used when sending it (if appli able).
ontention window

WX .

Note that ba ko

When a pa ket is identied by

mi ro-frames (p stands for preamble).

For a generi

for its period (if appli able),

Note that the

Xp,

BX

BX

for the

is drawn within the

it means it is a sequen e of

al ulation of

WBR

and

WRR

are

explained in subse tion 5.1.

3.4

A hievable

ommuni ation ranges

During the early stages of the proje t, we have performed some

ommuni ation range mea-

surements using the EM2420 nodes. Results are presented in Table 4. These measurements
showed that the height of a node has a signi ant impa t on the transmission range.

In

order to have a small network (in large networks, people tend to leave nodes behind during
experimentation), we have de ided to use a xed transmission power of -25dBm.

RR n° 6471
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0x6222

Seq.

destination addr.

sour e addr.

payload

Che k Seq.

mi ro-frame
0x4222

Seq.

destination addr.

sour e addr.

Che k Seq.

ACK
0x2222

Seq.

destination addr.

sour e addr.

payload

Che k Seq.

···
DATA
length

sequen e of traversed nodes

neighbor list

DATA payload

Table 2: Pa ket formats at MAC level. Ea h graduation represents one byte.

Dmf
Tmf
Dcca
Tcca
DACK
DDAT A
DDRp
TDR
TBRp
DBRp
WBR
BBR
BSRC
DRRp
WRR
BACK
BRR

512µs
930µs
1442µs
140ms
480µs
4ms
144ms
200ms
300ms
144ms
10ms

8 bits Seq + 8 bits payload

Dmf + Tmf
100 × Dcca to

have 1% idle radio use

8 bits Seq
128-8=120 data bytes
155 mi ro-frames

> DDAT A + DDRp
> 2 · DBRp + WBR
155 mi ro-frames
less than 10%

ollision probability

[0..WBR ]

randomly and uniformly

hosen in

1000ms
144ms
30ms

ollision probability

> 6(DBRp + WBR )
155 mi ro-frames
less than 10%

proportional to metri

500µs

(uniformly distributed)

> 0

Table 3: Timers and durations
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oordinates

transmission power

height

range

0 dBm

1 m

100 m

-25 dBm

1 m

25 m

-25 dBm

0 m

5 m

Table 4: Range

4 Real-time veri ation
Real-time systems

an be divided in two

lasses. Hard real-time systems guarantee that a

ertain event happens before a given deadline. Guaranteeing involves some form of formal
validation. Due to the hazardous nature of the wireless medium, and the unreliability of
sensors nodes, hard-real time
based on unrealisti

ommuni ation proto ols for wireless sensor networks are often

assumptions su h as a Unit Disk Graph propagation model. Soft real-

time systems are made so that a portion of events happens within time bounds.
Be ause of link unreliability, the random nature of deployment and the path followed
by the

M S,

our

ommuni ation ar hite ture

an not guarantee hard-real time

Rather than a hard-real time validation (based on formal models and stati
in this se tion we use mathemati al models to show real-time

onstraints.

parameters),

onstraints are validated in

bad- ase s enarios.
The

riti al parameter when

onsidering real-time in our setting is the speed of the

Indeed, the network needs to broad ast the request and return the answer before the
leaves the network. The
speed

4.1

vmax

for the

al ulations presented in 4.2 and 4.3 aim at nding a maximum

M S.

Goals and assumptions

We assume the

MS

moves at an altitude of 5m above the nodes. Moreover, as we use a

transmission power of -25 dBm, we
with the

MS

for up to 25m, a

to another node for a duration

4.2

onsider that the network and

an

MS

ommuni ate
is

onne ted

orresponding to a movement of 50m.

M S and BS

only phase 6 whi h is the worst

MS

and the

vmax

BS

goes on in phases 1 and 6. In this analysis, we

ase with

DAT A

being a longer message than

ase we have

RR n° 6471

BS

ording to 3.4. As depi ted in Fig. 2, the

Communi ation between the

Communi ation between
this

M S.
MS

=
≈

50
TDR +DDRp +DDAT Amax
−1

500km.h

onsider

ACK .

In
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~50m
MS

5m

25m

BS or network node
Figure 2: Maximum distan e over whi h the

MS

an travel while

onne ted to the

BS

or

a network node.

We argue that this requirement is not hard to meet as, to our knowledge, no radio
ontrolled plane a hieves su h speeds.

4.3

Communi ation between the

This problem is somehow more
ates with the

MS

and the network

omplex than the previous one be ause (1) the

MS

omplete network rather than with an individual node and (2)

inside the network is

omplex and

ommuni-

ommuni ation

onsists of broad asting the request and transmitting the

reply. We make the following assumptions.
The network

onsists of 25 nodes regularly deployed in a square grid of size 5 hops,

as depi ted in Fig. 3. Two nodes on the same horizontal or verti al line are separated by
25m.

Using the simulation framework dened in Se tion 5, we obtain that the average

number of hops using our

[8.558 . . . 8.984].
hoi e.

As a

ommuni ation s heme is 8.771 with a 95%

onsequen e, evaluating the worst

MS

We assume the

ase hop

onden e interval

ount at 10 is a reasonable

will traverse the network entering one side, and leaving at

the opposite side. The distan e during whi h the

MS

is

onne ted to the network is thus

between 150m and 190m.
The broad asting proto ol is blind ooding.
Se tion 3, ea h node will send one

BRp,

Using the simple proto ol des ribed in

and two neighbor nodes

an not send at the same

time. With the regular grid topology, the broad ast message will take up to a duration of

8 · (WBR + DBRp ) to rea
the sour e in opposite
not

h the sour e node, i.e. when the node initiating the broad ast and

BSRC needs to be set so that the rst RRp message does
BRp, i.e. the broad ast storm needs to be over. We assume

orners.

ollide with a remaining

that a node has at most 6 neighbors, whi h is
the worst

onservative

onsidering our topology.

ase s enario, all these neighbors hear one another, and ea h has a

to send. Sending these messages will take at most

6 · (WBR + DBRp ).

BRp

As a

In

message

onsequen e

BSRC > 6 · (WBR + DBRp ).
Using these observations, we obtain :
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oordinates

25m
5

4

3

2

1
A

B

Figure 3: The regular 25 node grid used to
nodes

C

D

al ulate

E

vmax .

The average number of neighbor

N = 3.20.

=
≈

vmax

150
8·(WBR +DBRp )+BSRC +10·(DRRp +WRR +DDAT A )
−1

140km.h

We argue that this value is reasonable for a M S mounted on a radio- ontrolled plane,
50km.h−1 . For more demanding appli ations where the

whi h ies at a speed of about

mobile sink is expe ted to go faster, it is possible to redu e
su

essive

lear

trarily short in time, thus speeding up the multi-hop
Yet

Tmf ,

thus the time between

hannel assessments. This would enable the preamble messages to be arbi-

ommuni ation speed trades o with energy

the idle radio use. This is parti ularly

ommuni ation, thus in reasing

onsumption, and redu ing

Tmf

vmax .

in reases

onstraining when the network sits idle most of the

time.

5 Simulation results
5.1

Collision probability at MAC level

We have used joint analysis and simulation to determine the
messages. Collision

phases 2 and 3, denoted

P (BR)

pro edure in phases 4 and 5,
We

ollision probability between

an happen at two instants (1) during the broad ast of a message in

al ulate these

and (2) between the

alled

ACK

message during the routing

P (RR).

ollision probabilities for an average number of neighbors

N = 5.

We

hose to use a number larger than the average value for the regular deployment in Fig. 3,
to have a se urity margin as the

ollision probability in reases with the number of neighbor

nodes.

Cal ulating P (BR).

We use the following assumptions. When a node hears a

the rst time, it starts a ba ko

BBR

randomly taken within the

BR for
WBR .

ontention window

During this duration, it remains in re eption state to dete t a possible relay of the message

RR n° 6471
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by another node.

If this has not happened when its ba ko timer elapses, it swit hes to

transmission mode and relays the

BR.

There is a possibility of

from re eption to transmission mode takes
An analogy

an be drawn between this

In this work, the authors
message.

al ulate the

ollision probability and the one

shorter than

DRxT x

Here, we

ACK

an use

ollision is dened as another node pi king a ba ko time

after the rst ba ko timer expires, whi h is stri tly equivalent to the

al ulation done in [16℄ but

P (BR)

al ulated in [16℄.

ollision probability whi h involved the rst

Collision was dened as two messages overlapping in time.

the exa t same denition, only

of

ollision be ause swit hing

DRxT x = 192µs.

onsidering messages of duration

DRxT x . The theoreti al value
P (BR) de reases with WBR

is given in Eq. 1. We are not surprised to see that

in reasing.

PBR = 1 −

Cal ulating P (RR).

as in the previous

ase,

We want the
eptable

WRR − DRxT x
WRR

de reases with



WRR

WRR − DACK
WRR

ollision probability in either

DACK

.

(1)

al ulate

PRR

in Eq. 2. Similarly

in reasing.

N

.

(2)

ases to be lower than 10%, whi h we

ollision rate. To derive the value of both

we plot Fig. 4 using

N

We use the results from [16℄ to

P (RR)

PRR = 1 −

an a



ontention windows

WBR

onsider

and

WRR ,

from Table 3. The simulation results provided by an iterating

C++ program are presented as dots in Fig. 4 and mat h the theoreti al results. We see that
with

5.2

WRR = 30ms

and

WBR = 10ms

we a hieve

P < 0.1.

Routing proto ol on a random graph

Evaluating the performan e of a routing proto ol is a task typi ally done by simulation, as
routing

an be seen as a

omplex global behavior emerging from simple lo al intera tions be-

tween nodes. We ran these simulations on a home-made C++ simulator. In this subse tion,
we

hose to use a graph where nodes are randomly positioned, the

being randomly positioned within

[0 . . . 1000].

We assume a

onstant

X

and

Y

oordinates

ommuni ation range

of 200, and a simple Unit Disk Graph propagation model. We vary the average number of
neighbor nodes, and

al ulate the number of nodes a

MAC proto ol (whi h does not model

ordingly. Ea h node runs a perfe t

ollisions) and the routing proto ol des ribed in sub-

se tion 2.3. Ea h message is sent from a randomly and uniformly

hosen node ( onne ted

to the sink) to the sink node.
Simulation is performed in rounds. At ea h round, a node de ides whi h of its neighbors
is the next hop a

ording to our routing proto ol, and sends its data. At the same time,

we update the sink node's position as follows. The sink node's
number

X

position is in reased by a

hosen randomly and uniformly between 0 and a maximum value ( alled

Fig. 5 and Fig. 6). When the

X

speed

in

position rea hes the border of the eld (here 1000), it is
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oordinates

1
P(BR)
P(RR)
0.9
0.8
0.7

P

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
0

10000

20000

30000

40000

50000

D

Figure 4: Collision probability for

N = 5.

The theoreti al results are presented as plain

lines whereas the results obtained by simulation are represented as un onne ted dots. To
5
ease readability, we have plotted P = 0.1 . Simulation results are averaged over 10 runs.

de reased (at ea h iteration) until it rea hes zero. The same algorithm is applied to the sink
nodes

Y

ategory. As a results, the sink node moves in a dire tion pi ked in [north-east,

south-east, south-west, north-west℄, and boun es o the edges of the eld mu h like a ball
on a pool table.
The rst result we want to extra t is the number of restarts the routing proto ol undergoes. Although this feature makes the proto ol robust to link dynami s and sink movement,
we want to keep the number of restarts low as it in reases the number of hops. We depi t
the number of restarts versus the average number of neighbors in Fig. 5. The number of
restarts is low in all runs. Note that the 95%

onden e interval looks large be ause of the

low values of the number of restarts. Yet, we see that the number of restarts de reases when
the number of neighbors in reases and the sink speed de reases. A rst re ommendation
would be to keep the speed of the

MS

as low as possible. We will see in the next paragraph

that this is not ne essarily true.
In Fig. 6, we plot the number of hops for a message to rea h the sink node. The fa t that
this number in reases with the number of neighbors should not be misunderstood. Indeed,
with a low average number of neighbors, the sour e node is ne essarily
as the probability for a node to be

lose to the sink,

onne ted de reases qui kly with distan e [17℄.

The

surprising results here is that the number of hops de reases when sink mobility in reases.
This is somehow

ontradi tory with the previous observation, as sink mobility in reases the

number of restarts, thus hop

RR n° 6471

ount. Yet, sink mobility in reases the probability that the sink
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5
speed 0
speed 50
speed 100

4.5
4

Average number of restarts

3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
-0.5
2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

Number of neighbors

Figure 5: Number of restarts on a

random graph

.

The number of restarts is relatively

low, and de reases with sink speed de reasing and number of neighbors in reasing. A 95%
onden e interval is presented with the data.

en ounters the message during its transmission. Fig. 6 shows that this behavior outbalan es
the in reased hop

5.3

ount due to routing proto ol restarts.

Routing proto ol on the regular graph

Subse tion 5.2 presents results on a random graph, with a random sink movement. Moreover,
the sink always stays

onne ted to the network.

Yet, we would like to perform similar

simulations on the regular graph of Fig. 3 to have data
results.

of size 100m.
entered.

We assume the

MS

The total network is a square

leaves the network by the side opposite to the one it

We assume that it moves in a straight line, at a

mobility models. In the rst one ( alled
left

omparable to the experimental

Our topology is thus a regular grid of 25 nodes.

edge

orner, and leaves at the lower right

Figs. 7-8-9), it enters at the lower-left

onstant speed.

in Figs. 7-8-9), the

orner.

MS

We have two

enters in the lower-

In the se ond one ( alled

orner but leaves at the upper-right

two models represent the shortest and longest duration the

MS

is

diagonal

in

orner. These

onne ted to the network,

respe tively.
With the sink leaving the network, it is now possible that the network times-out, i.e. the

MS

has already left the network when the message should have rea hed it. We therefore

an have a non-zero miss ratio, the ratio of the messages not rea hing the

M S.
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oordinates

60
speed 0
speed 50
speed 100

Average number of hops

50

40

30

20

10

0
2

4
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10

12

14

16

18

Average number of neighbors

Figure 6: Hop

ount on a

random graph

. Whereas sink node mobility in reases the number

of restarts, thus the number of potential hops, it globally de reases the number of hops. A
95%

onden e interval is presented with the data.

In Fig. 7, we plot the number of restarts as a fun tion of the sink speed. We see that,
due to the fa t that the

MS

is only

onne ted to the network for a limited duration, the

routing proto ol has no time to trigger restarts.
As stated before, it is possible than the

MS

moves too fast to allow a message to rea h

it. Fig. 8 depi ts miss ratio against sink speed. As expe ted, this number in reases with
the sink speed. Moreover, as moving along the diagonal allows more time for the message
to rea h the sink, the miss ratio is less.
One should be

areful when reading Fig. 9 as it shows the number of hops needed for

a message to rea h the sink where only messages whi h a tually rea h it are taken into
a

ount. The fa t that this number de reases with the sink speed in reasing has two

auses:

(1) the sink en ounters the message and (2) for a high sink speed, the miss ratio being high,
su

essful transmission originate from sour e nodes already

lose to the sink's traje tory.

6 O-site experimental results
6.1

Energy

onsumption of the 1hopMAC proto ol

Prior to the demonstration results, we study the energy
sta k. As it is the MAC proto ol whi h

onsumption of our

ommuni ation

ontrols the state of the radio module (transmis-

sion, re eption or idle), with a given PHY layer, energy e ien y is primarily a MAC-layer
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1
edge
diagonal

Average number of restarts

0.5

0

-0.5

-1
0

50

100
150
Sink speed (km/h)

Figure 7: Number of restarts on a

200

regular graph

250

.

1
edge
diagonal

0.8

Miss ratio

0.6

0.4

0.2

0
0

50

100

150

200

250

Sink speed (km/h)

Figure 8:

Ratio of missed messages be ause of network time-out on a
104 runs.

Simulation results are averaged over

regular graph

.
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oordinates
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diagonal

Average number of hops when message reaches

11

10
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200

250

Sink speed (km/h)

Figure 9: Hop

ount on a

regular graph

. Simulation results are averaged over

issue. As a rst experimental setting, we read the power

104

runs.

onsumption using a os illos ope

atta hed dire tly to the power sour e of nodes. We will analyze in more detail the power
onsumption values and dierent duration, but let's rst fo us on Fig. 10 whi h plots the
power

onsumption as a fun tion of time at a sending (upper part) and a re eiving node

(lower part). We repeat this experien e for dierent metri

values.

We have drawn verti al lines to ease the interpretation of the data presented in Fig. 10.
On the leftmost part, the sending node sends a series of mi roframes; the re eiver wakes up
and re eives one mi ro-frame. From the information it
sleep until the last mi ro-frame is sent. In the

ACK

ontains, the re eiver is put ba k to

entral part, the sender starts listening for an

message, whi h the re eivers sends after a ba ko proportional to its metri . As for

these measurements we have used the rst variant of 1-hopMAC (refer to [8℄ for details), the
sender swit hes o its radio after su
after the

ontention window for the

essfully re eiving a rst

ACK

ACK .

In the rightmost part,

messages has passed, both sending and re eiving

nodes swit h their radios ba k on. The sender starts by informing the re eiver it has been
sele ted as the next hop, and sends the

DAT A

to it.

This simple 2-node setting provides us with interesting information:



The radio module has a major impa t on the total energy budget of a node and its
a tivity

an be dire tly read from the power

onsumption of the whole node;



Sending, re eiving or idle listening



We verify our implementation by noting that the

onsume approximately the same amount of energy;

ACK

instants depending on the value of the node's metri .
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0.06
0.04
0.02
0.06

ACK for metric=0

0.04

Power (W)

0.02

ACK for metric=3

0.06
0.04
0.06

ACK for metric=5

0.04
0.02
-0.01

Figure 10: Power

-0.005

0

0.005
0.01
Time (sec)

0.015

0.02

onsumption versus time during Phase 4 with two

0.025

ommuni ating nodes.

Measurements for a transmitter and the re eiver are presented in the upper and lower parts,
resp. The experiment is repeated for a metri

equal to 0, 3 and 5, hen e the three groups of

gures. Note that the rst part of the preamble is trun ated to ease readability.
EM2420 module
0dBm

Psleep
Ppoll
Plisten
PT x
PRx

-25dBm

8.018 mW

2.735 mW

8.629 mW

3.300 mW

65.833 mW

61.030 mW

66.156 mW

32.807 mW

70.686 mW

65.444 mW

Table 5: Consumption of the individual radio states

Now that we have a
the energy

lear pi ture of the fun tioning of our implementation, we extra t

onsumption of the dierent radio states. We do this analysis for transmission

at both 0dBm and -25dBm, and for both types of nodes. We make sure that all measured
timers and pa ket duration are

onsistent with the requirements from Table 3. The rst set

of results is presented in Table 5, and relate to the power
of the radio

hip. Using the

onsumption model, we

onsumption of individual states

an start analyzing more ma ros opi

behaviors.
Let's

onsider we are using the EM2420 module with its transmission power set to -

25dBm. This module is powered by two AAA alkaline batteries, providing a total of about
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oordinates

EM2420 module

Epreamb a
ET x
Ecomp
ERx

0dBm

-25dBm

1.243 mJ

0.467 mJ

3.494 mJ

2.440 mJ

1.545 mJ

0.592 mJ

1.796 mJ

0.843 mJ

a This value is measured, the others are derived from Tables. 3 and 5.
Table 6: Consumption of major proto ol phases using

1−hopM ACbasic , with a mean number

of neighbors of 5

10,000 J (2.8 Wh). When no a tivity goes on, all nodes operate in preamble sampling mode.
We have measured that this mode

onsumes 3.300 mW on average, oering a lifetime of 850

hours, or 35 days. A MAC proto ol su h as IEEE802.11 whi h leaves the radio modules
on would

onsume 61.030 mW during idle period, oering a lifetime of only 45 hours, even

without tra .
To

omplete our energy

onsumption model, we derive the energy needed for sending and

re eiving a pa ket. Note that relaying a pa ket is equivalent to re eiving and retransmitting
it. We

onsider for these

al ulations that ea h node has 5 neighbors on average. Sending a

pa ket is equivalent to sending a preamble, then listening and re eiving 5
nally sending the

DAT A message.

5 neighbors, all will

ACK (EComp ).

This results in energy

onsume the energy equivalent to re eiving one preamble, and sending an

Among the 5 neighbors, only one will have the additional

the data, resulting in a total energy expenditure of
assumptions

ACK messages, and
ET x . Among the

onsumption of

osts

ET x + Ecomp + ERx .

ERx .

ost of re eiving

Thus, sending a pa ket under these

Refer to Eq. 3 for the detailed

al ulation.

ET x =

Epreamb + (WRR − N · DACK )Plisten +
(N · DACK )PRx + DDAT A PT x
Ecomp = (DRRp + WRR + DDAT A − Dcca − DACK )×
Psleep + PRx Dcca + PT x DACK
ERx =
(DRRp + WRR − Dcca − DACK )Psleep
+PRx Dcca + PT x DACK + PRx DDAT A

(3)

Table 6 provides us with some interesting insights on the fun tioning of our MAC proto ol.

First, all nodes are virtually on at any time, avoiding

me hanisms. Se ond, it enables
through tuning

Tmf .

Finally, we see that our proto ol transfers most of the energy burden of

ommuni ation to the sender. Indeed, sending a message
than re eiving one.

osts about 2-3 times more energy

This has a major impa t on upper-layer proto ol design as having a

dense network does not jeopardize energy-e ien y.

RR n° 6471
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ontinuous tuning of the laten y/energy e ien y trade-o
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By

oupling the 1-hopMAC proto ol with the 3rule routing proto ol and virtual

nates, we self-organize the network in a very

oordi-

ost ee tive way as no stru ture needs to be

maintained when the network sits idle.

6.2

Collision probability at MAC level

The aim of the 1-hopMAC proto ol is to avoid maintaining a neighborhood table. Instead,
this table is impli itly built on-demand with nodes a knowledging a request during a
tention window. All nodes send their
metri , whi h we

ACK

onsider uniformly distributed in some range. Several

ollide, in whi h

an these messages are lost. As the requesting node

answers rst as the next hop, a
the wrong next hop node.

ACK

messages may

hoses the node whi h

ollision involving this rst message

an result in

hoosing

This phenomenon has been analyzed in [16℄, with the simple

assumption that all messages overlapping in time
Yet, this assumption does not take into a
re eiving node su

on-

message after a ba ko proportional to some

ollide and are lost (see subse tion 5.1).

ount the

apture ee t whi h happens when a

essfully de odes at least one of the messages whi h were overlapping. In

other words, the assumption used in [16℄ may be too pessimisti . The aim of this subse tion
is to verify and quantify this.
The experimental setting goes as follows.
onne ted to a host

As depi ted in Fig. 11, a

modules, with 5 battery-powered nodes surrounding it. The basi
two phases. During the rst phase, the host
within

entral node is

omputer through the development kit provided with the EM2420

[0..361], and transfers them to the

omputer randomly

entral node. We

experiment is divided in
hoses 5 integer metri s

hoose the range

[0..361] be

ause

this is the range the built-in random generator of the EM2420 modules operates in. The
entral node then broad asts a pa ket

ontaining these metri s. Ea h surrounding node pi ks

one of these metri s using a predened sequen e (ea h node pi ks a dierent metri ). In the
se ond phase, the
on the re eived

entral node uses the 1-hopMAC proto ol and issues a request. Based

ACK

messages, its takes a de ision of whi h is the next hop. This de ision

is transfered ba k to the host
(i.e. the node with lowest metri

omputer, whi h

ompares it with the theoreti al de ision

should have been

hosen). By repeating this experiment a

large number of times, it is possible to extra t the probability 1-hopMAC takes the wrong
de ision,

aused by

ollision between

ACK

messages.

We plot our experimental results together with simulation and theoreti al results in
Fig. 12. Ea h node

ontains a metri

between 0 and 361. The dieren e between Fig. 12

and Fig. 4 is that the former was drawn with a dis rete set of 362 possible ba ko values,
uniformly distributed in
The results

[0 . . . WRR ]

onrm our analysis that the

i.e. simulation and analysis are too pessimisti
the gain, we integrate the
probability
window

apture ee t lowers the

urves and nd a 1.21% de rease of the experimental

ompared to the theoreti al one. As a

WRR

onsequen e, the values of the

determined in Se tion 5.1 are valid and even a little

result applies to

ollision probability,

ompared to experimentation. To quantify
ollision

ontention

onservative. The same

WBR .
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oordinates

Host

Figure 11: The experimental setting used to determine the

ollision probability.

1
simulation
experimentation
theory

0.9

collision probability between ACK

0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
0

10000

Figure 12: Comparing the experimental

20000
30000
WRR (10-6 sec)

50000

ollision probability with theoreti al and simulation
105 ; experimental results over 8000 runs.

results. Simulation results are averaged over
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plane’s trajectory
BS
20 m

MS
landing strip

75 m

WSN

Figure 13: Experimental setup of the WiFly demo (bird's view).

7 On-site experimentation results
The experimentat was
Fren h Alps.
7.5

arried out during the summer at Alpe d'Huez, a ski resort in the

The air raft is a MS2001 with a wingspan of 2.20 meters, powered by a

motor, and

ontrolled by a Multiplex radio. It ies at about 25 km/h. During the

experiments, we asked the pilots to y above the network and the base station at an altitude
of no more than 5 m.
For the network and the base station to be dis onne ted, they are deployed at the opposite
ends of the runway, about 80 m apart. As depi ted in Fig. 13, we used a 16-node network.
Due to the nature of the terrain, the deployed network slightly diers from the one used in
the previous Se tions of this report.
After some adjustments, the experiment ran smoothly. A laptop was

BS

onne ted to the

and drew the neighbors of the sour e node as well as the path followed by the last

message, in real time. Fig. 14 shows su h a snapshot. It is interesting to note that due to
the random nature of the ele tromagneti

signal, neighbors nodes are not always the

losest

ones (e.g. node 12 is not node 0's neighbor in Fig. 14). We refer the interested reader to
the rst author's website for

omplementary photos and videos of the experiment.
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8
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3

4

6

2

0 source

12

15

1

14

10

9

11

13

Figure 14: Snapshot of the real-time display during the experiment. Ea h number identies
a node. Note that the topology depi ted here is upside-down
lines

ompared to Fig. 13. Dashed

onne t the sour e node (here 0) with its neighbors (here 7 and 8).

Plain arrows

indi ate the path between the sour e node and the MS (here 0->7->10).

8 Con lusion and future work
In this report, we have presented a
ar hite ture,

omplete energy-e ient self-organizing

ommuni ation

omposed of the 1-hopMAC and the 3rule routing proto ols, used over virtual

oordinates. The appli ation involves a mobile sink going ba k and forth between a base
station whi h issues requests, and a wireless sensor network.
We have used simulation to show the
performan es.
energy

These

ollision probability at MAC layer, and the routing

hara teristi s were veried by experimentation, together with the

onsumption of our platform. This platform was used in a real-world deployment,

with the mobile sink mounted on a radio
From a proto ol point of view,
proto ol by updating the virtual

ontrolled airplane.

urrent and future work involves optimizing the routing
oordinates to have a lower hop

the platform presented here, and we are

ount. We want to reuse

urrently working on do umenting the dierent

steps needed to implement a given proto ol.
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